
Why choose Olga Ford Photography?
When I ask my clients this question, they overwhelmingly tell me  they 
saw my work and loved it or they like my photography style. Any artist  will 
tell you that this is the hugest compliment. It really blesses me to hear this.

I want to share with you how I got here and what keeps clients coming back.

I started my photography journey 9 years ago while going to school for
graphic design. While I didn’t fully abandon graphic design, I use it
ffor custom press cards, collages, and marketing materials, I knew I 
wanted to pursue photography further. I learned the basics of shooting
in manual in classes and coupled with the fine art and graphic design classes
I took, it gave me a great start. However, there was SO MUCH MORE to
learn. I would spend the next few years, yes years, learning and mastering
exposure, lighting, posing and editing through both online and in person
workshops and a whole lot of practice.

I hI have been a licensed business for 7 years. I knew that when I accepted the 
responsibility of capturing memories for clients I wanted to be a legitimate
business operation, paying taxes and carrying insurance and have always done
so. This does mean extra overhead in addition to my website, domain, software,
prop and high quality equipment expenses. I also provide fully edited images
with all of my sessions, as well as optional wardrobe/session consultations prior
to the session and an ordering session with product samples available for viewing.
I do sometimes get asI do sometimes get asked why I charge more than photographer x and I wanted
to explain exactly what great things your session fee pays for.

Once you have your first session with me, you become a part of my OFP family. I
get super excited to see you come back and offer a client loyalty program, as well as
referral bonuses. I’d love to talk to you about them!


